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With retrofit kit: Rims for T 66 useable on the KRA 65
Since the IBAK camera tractor
KRA  65 was replaced by the
T 66, a number of changes have
been made to the matching
wheel sets. Whilst the KRA 65
used the conventional tyre
wheel sets, granulated wheels
and pneumatic tyres, the product portfolio has been expanded to include profile wheel sets
in a range of sizes.
Modular wheel set system
structure
The structure of the new wheel
set generation in particular has
changed decisively. In accordance
with the IBAK principle of modularity, it is now also possible to
replace the wearing parts (tyres)
of granulated and profile wheels,
without needing to buy a whole
new wheel set including rims.
KRA 65 owners benefit
In order that KRA 65 owners are
also able to use the new profile
and granulated wheels, a retrofit
kit is available, which facilitates fitting T66 wheels to a KRA 65.

The retrofit kit:
Part number 902240091
It is possible to order the retrofit kit using the article number
specified above. This kit includes
four wheel adapters, 4 rims 52,
8 tyres, screws, mounting cone
and tool. It is only necessary to
have cleaning fluid, rim grease
and thread locker "Loctite 243"
available prior to fitting. The IBAK
customer service team is naturally also happy to carry out the retrofit work if required.

Once you have removed the size 52 rims
from the KRA 65...

Have the retrofit kit fitted
If you should decide to have the
retrofit kit fitted, please get in
touch with an IBAK branch or contact your local IBAK partner.
IBAK head office, Kiel
Tel. no. ++  431 7270-314
service@ibak.de
IBAK North West,
Georgsmarienhütte
Tel. no. ++  5401 896555-0
IBAK West, Krefeld
Tel. no. ++  2151 151947-0

... the wheel shaft is thoroughly cleaned.
The shaft sealing ring must be replaced.

IBAK South, Illerrieden
Tel. no. ++  7306 9270-0

Part. no.

902240091
Retrofit kit

Afterwards, the wheel adapter is screwed on.
It is possible to mount all T 66 wheel sets onto
this.
 Be they brown medium-hard, black soft profile tyres or granulated wheels: With the retrofit kit it is also possible to fit the
wheels for a T 66 (fig.) onto a KRA 65.
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First aid - the online support from IBAK
Who hasn't been there: The inspection report is due in and something
isn't working out quite as it should.
In the heat of the moment one
hasn't the heart to peruse the manual and locate the problem.
With the UMTS option you will considerably alleviate the stress of such
situations. This option enables the operator to conduct a "web conference"
with an IBAK support team member.
This means: The operator and the
IBAK support personnel discuss the
problem on the phone. At the same
time, the support personnel is able to
access the computer, with prior permission from the operator, and eliminate the problem right away. Furthermore, it is also possible to change the
screen view so that the support personnel can show the operator, on his/
her own screen, exactly what action
or process to implement in order that
everything functions correctly.
Very important to know: Prior to any
access, a member of the support
team will issue the operator with a
conference number, which he/she
must confirm. Access to the computer without prior permission, using
the IBAK-UMTS option, is therefore
impossible. Furthermore, the operator
is able to terminate the conference at
any time.

Everyone has had a day on which nothing runs smoothly. Before valuable time is
lost trouble-shooting, the IBAK support team provides assistance in the form of a
wed conference - following prior authorisation, the IBAK support personnel also
receives access to the operator's computer and is therefore able to provide direct
assistance in solving the problem. The connection is established using a LAN network or via WLAN with a UMTS stick.  Photo: Wege-Zweckverband Segeberg

MiniLite with expanded equipment

The UMTS option can be additionally
booked when ordering an inspection
vehicle, in order that the vehicle is
equipped from the outset with the appropriate antenna. Likewise, it is possible to retrofit the majority of existing
systems.
A virus scanner is naturally always included, as is the installation and instructions.

The new generation IBAK MiniLite
has been updated and now comes
with expanded equipment.
The IBAK MiniLite is available right
away with an extension system function. This means: When working with
the operating system BS 3.5, BS 5 or
BS 7, the operator automatically has
an integrated extension option, which
can connect the MiniLite directly with
a large system by means of the camera cable. It is only necessary to purchase a headset in addition.
Furthermore, the MiniLite has a new
stand, which guarantees greater stability.

Improved
recipe
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